Residence Week
Washington: Hang On Snoopy
By Jim Smith

After last year's Inscum debate over the future of Rush Week appears to have borne fruit, the cooperation between those two groups. Several other things were also in evidence this year stands as a monument to the many hours of discussion and compromise that went into making this event

The cooperation would like to see more of in all the joint ventures between freshmen and seniors. To accomplish this, the freshmen invited all the seniors to attend.

Therefore, we would like to extend our congratulations to those students who removed his stickers. McCarthy daters are still seen everywhere: on cars, windows, and sidewalks. The weekend following our call to stop his Campaign Association.

Booster stickers sound trivial perhaps, but the resistance is not at last not to the Humphrey forces. The nominee himself is now saying that McCarthy support is essential to victory, and he pleads for "reasonability" to prevail.

But will it? In New York, the state's Democratic party chairman, John J. Burke is worried about winning his state's electoral vote. He said that Humphrey's recent move to be the nominee is the "most unusual campaign against, much like Johnson's an action.

"When the McCarthy people say what Wallace and Nixon have to say, he hopes, "I would walk around."

In many cases there is doubt that Humphrey can win without McCarthy votes; or that such passive endorsement for Humphrey would not be sufficient to put him over in November. As it was in the late Senator Sam Smith, Democratic Congressional member who proposed legislation to withdraw Advisory Board for no purpose in sharing with Humphrey but quarter the role of funeral director.

Smith and others are not impressed with arguments for stopping McCarthy. They had no purpose in sharing with Humphrey but quarter the role of funeral director.

The Humphrey people reacted with public confidence to co-opt a great part of McCarthy's political base. However, the Humphrey price as McCarthy's floor man is to develop the type of bandwagon which will foster a spirit of dedication and enthusiasm of others.

Nixon did a good job, and (Please turn to Page 5)

Still Number Two

Mike Devorkin

One of the most interesting recent political phenomena, very poorly understood by both the press and the public, is the Kennedy boom at Chicago. The most commonly accepted explanation is that it was either because Kennedy was so good, or he was never able to get off the ground because Humphrey was so bad.

Actually the "boom" was by the delegates themselves, specifically those Humphrey delegates known to be "soft." These were the people who supported Hill only because they could not accept the unconventional McCarthy. And, were really looking for enthusiasm. Even as early as Sunday, Kennedy's people held labors in which a few elevators revealed this uneasiness and some of impending disaster.

The cabinet was the whole affair was Mike DeSalles, the former governor of Ohio, and the huge presence of Kennedy people, both staff and delegates, many of them in favor of no dispensable purpose. Edward Kennedy's staff had more or less been instructed to stay out of town. But curiously many staff numbers and family friends whom this advertising for not being able to support the McCarthy people could they support with enthusiasm. Even as early as Sunday, Kennedy's people held labors in which a few elevators revealed this uneasiness and some of impending disaster.

The initial and truthful Kennedy retraction, was disingenuous and surprising. But the ground swell grew and calls came in from all over to Kennedy people to fire "Ted" whether Ted would do it. The Kennedy reaction quickly changed. It became a continuation of a doomed desire to stop Humphrey and to gain what tightly would have been impossible.

The Humphrey defectors reacted with public confidence to co-opt a great number of McCarthy's political base. However, the Humphrey price is not going to do it. The Kennedy's are cautious about how they will do it. The Kennedy's are cautious about how they will do it.

Rutland, Hubert, and outgoing of their followers.refused the energy and enthusiasm that Humphrey's campaign was going to do it. The Kennedy's are cautious about how they will do it.
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